
Beige Taupe Brown

Light Gray Charcoal Indigo Blue

42 ½"

Dimensions
SEAT
SEAT HEIGHT:17 ¾"

SEAT DEPTH: 70"

ARM HEIGHT: 22"

ARM WIDTH: 4"

DIS. BETWEEN ARMS: 70 ¾"

BACK HEIGHT: 30 ¼"

BACK WIDTH: 78 ¾"

LEG HEIGHT: 7"

UNDER CLEARANCE: 7"

PILLOWS: 18"x18"

STORAGE
STORAGE BOTTOM PART HEIGHT: 2 ½"

STORAGE TOP PART HEIGHT: 3 ¾"

LEFT STORAGE WIDTH: 29 ¾"

RIGHT STORAGE WIDTH: 29 ¾"

STORAGE CFM: 18.66

BED
BED WIDTH: 40 ½"

BED LENGTH: 70 ¾"

BED HEIGHT: 6 ¾"

37"

20 ½"

78 ¾"

33"

30 ¼"

GROSS WEIGHT: 132.28 lbs

NET WEIGHT: 120.00 lbs

SOFA + STORAGE + BED

UPS Shippable

Fits Through Any Door

Multi-Room Use

Assembled in 5 Minutes

Stain Resistant Fabric

3 Functions in One 
SOFA + STORAGE + BED



So, what is Functional 
Sofa In A Box?  

You’ve heard of a mattress in a box and a stationary sofa in a box, 
but what about a 3 function sleeper sofa with a built-in storage 
unit in a box? Bellona's Functional Sofa In A Box was created 
with every unique lifestyle in mind. It's an innovative product for 
those who demand Fashion + Function as well as easy delivery 
and effortless set-up!
ItIt’s time to say goodbye to complicated shipping, impossible to 
maneuver oversized frames, trouble fitting your sofa through 
stairways or doorways, and complex time-consuming assembly.  
This compact and virtually effortless to assemble sleeper and 
storage sofa comes in the perfect size for your house, apartment, 
cabin, guest house, RV, houseboat, dormitory or any other space 
you can think of to nestle it into.

Is coming in a box the main 
advantage of this sofa?

Far from it! It's not just convenience that makes Functional Sofa In 
A Box so enticing - it's quality, function, and style too. 
FunctionalFunctional Sofa In A Box is comprised of 3 functions in one box: 
Sit + Store + Sleep.  Your box full of Fashion + Function will unveil 
a three-seat sofa with spacious built-in storage and a foam sleeper 
mattress. Complete with our easy-glide mechanism, it makes 
converting between seating, storage, and a sleeper just as 
effortless as the rest of the process. 
FunctionalFunctional Sofa In A Box is complete with firm cushions that offer 
support and cushy comfort for endless relaxation. It comes in 
your choice of six stunning performance fabrics – beige, taupe, 
brown, light grey, charcoal, or indigo blue. 
CoConvenience, quality, function, and style are no longer mutually 
exclusive.  With Functional Sofa In A Box, we’ve combined all of 
these qualities to offer you the very best of everything in one 
ground-breaking product. Now you can enjoy all the performance 
and style of Sit + Store + Sleep anywhere. 

Why does our Functional 
Sofa In A Box make perfect sense? 

Functional Sofa In A Box makes your entire furniture buying 
experience as simple as possible, from ordering to shipping to 
enjoying in your home for years to come.  This three-seater is 
packaged in a 42 ½" by 37” by 20 ½" box that makes the 
experience of receiving your sofa straightforward and painless. 
OnceOnce Functional Sofa In A Box comes out of its package it 
assembles with ease in under 5 minutes. Every piece is right 
there in the box – the frame, arms, legs, cushions, and pillows. 
No unnecessarily complicated instructions or running to the 
store for a missing piece. 
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